The influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA) is known to play an essential role in virus infection. It is not only involved in cell receptor binding and uptake by endocytosis, but moreover, after internalization and trafficking to early and late endosomes, induces membrane fusion which leads to the release of the viral genome into the cell. It has been shown for several influenza strains that the pH of fusion of HA can be shifted by modulating its stability which results in altered infectivity of the virus. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms that lead to an altered pH dependence of membrane fusion are still unknown. Using experimental approaches and Molecular Dynamics studies we demonstrate that the introduction of charges in the vicinity of certain His residues can change its protonation state, thereby influencing the pH dependant conformational change of the HA protein. Histidines at key structural locations were identified and neighboring residues were mutated in the HA of highly (HP) or low pathogenic (LP) H5N1 and X31. Fusion activity and stability of recombinant proteins and resulting virus particles were assessed by fluorescence dequenching. First results showed that charges, especially at position 216, in the vicinity of His184 have a significant effect on the stability of the HA1 ectodomain in both H3 and H5 HA. Interestingly, Arginine at position 216 is naturally present in the H5 HP whereas the H5 LP has a Glutamate at this position. We could show that the exchange of these charges in both variants rescues the pH dependence of fusion of HP and LP, respectively. We suggest that influenza viruses adjust their pH of activation by the exchange of charged residues in the vicinity of conserved Histidines for optimized spread and stability.
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454-Pos Board B223 Lipid Tail Protrusion could Explain Fusogenic Activity in Influenza Hemaggluttinin
Per Larsson, Peter M. Kasson. University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, USA. Influenza is both a major human pathogen and a common model system for studying viral entry mechanisms. One outstanding question in influenza viral entry has been the role of the membrane-inserted hemagglutinin fusion peptide. Point mutations to the fusion peptide can either block fusion entirely, as in the N-terminal glycine mutant (G1V), or cause arrest at hemifusion, as in the G1S mutant. Recently, we and others have proposed that fusion stalks are nucleated by contact of protruding acyl tails. In simulations, we have shown that native influenza fusion peptides promote this tail protrusion. Here, we have performed a series of simulations with wild-type fusion peptide as well as G1V and G1S mutants. Lipid tail protrusion close to the fusion peptides correlates well with experimental fusion activity, being increased for the wild-type structure over the G1V mutant, with G1S as an intermediate. This suggests that tail protrusion may indeed be a good marker for fusion and an important first step in the fusion process. Our simulations also examine the role that peptide structure may play in promoting fusion. We predict that the three main structural models for the fusion peptide may interconvert based on relatively minor changes to their environment. Using lipid tail protrusion as a surrogate metric, we predict the kinked helix model to have much greater fusion activity than either the helical hairpin or the flat helix. Avian Sarcoma and Leukosis Virus (ASLV) enters cells by receptor-mediated endocytosis followed by low pH-dependent fusion with endosomes. We examined the pH dynamics in virus-carrying endosomes and the relationship between endosome acidification and ASLV fusion in cells expressing alternative receptor isoforms. The pH drop in endosomal lumen was measured by incorporating a genetically encoded pH sensor into the viral membrane. The subsequent single virus fusion was visualized as the release of a fluorescent viral content marker into the cytosol. To our knowledge, this is the first implementation of real-time measurements of endosomal pH dynamics and single virus fusion in the same experiment. We found that the pH in early acidic compartments harboring the virus was broadly distributed, ranging from 5.6 to 6.5. Surprisingly, after initial acidification, the endosomal pH did not decrease further for at as long as we could track the viral particles (up to 20 min). Analysis of the relationship between the endosome motility and lumenal pH showed that cells expressing the transmembrane isoform of the receptor (TVA950) preferentially sorted ASLV to slowly moving, less acidic endosomes. In contrast, ASLV showed no preference for fast vs. slow vesicles in cells expressing the GPI-anchored isoform (TVA800). The rate of fusion (distribution of time intervals between acidification and fusion) was significantly shorter and fusion pores were larger in mobile endosomes compared to more stationary compartments. In addition, TVA950 supported faster fusion than TVA800 in spite of the same average pH values in mobile compartments of these cells. Taken together, our results revealed that the ASLV can be selectively sorted to distinct endosomal pools and that the virus fuses with different kinetics and efficiency with these intracellular compartments. This work was partially supported by NIH AI053668 grant to G.B.M.
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A Novel Assay to Detect Fusion Pore Formation: Implication for Fluctuating Pore Formation Hirak Chakraborty, Pradip K. Tarafdar, Barry R. Lentz. UNC at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC, USA. Membrane fusion is broadly envisioned as a three-step process proceeding from contacting bilayers through one or two semi-stable, nonlamellar lipidic intermediate states to a fusion pore. A true fusion event requires mixing of contents between compartments. Current content-mixing assays monitor movement of fairly small molecules. These assays seem to be unable to distinguish between passage of trapped contents through 'fluctuating or transient pores' that form in fusion intermediate states and passage through stable fusion pores. We report the use of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between FAM and TAMRA probes covalently attached to complementary sequences of 10-base pair oligonucleotides to distinguish between formation of small pores and final fusion pores. These fluorescently labeled oligos were incorporated in two different populations of vesicles. Content mixing during PEG-mediated fusion of small, unilamellar vesicles was recorded over time, with a single exponential fit providing a rate constant. We also monitored fusion of similar vesicles using global fitting of the time courses of lipid mixing, and content mixing/content leakage followed by the more conventional Tb/DPA assay and obtained rate constants from a sequential model of membrane fusion (Biophys. J., 2007, 92; 4012) . The rate constants of stable fusion pore formation were strikingly similar using the small-molecule and oligo assays but the extent of content mixing is always higher in the small molecule assay. We found similar correlations in the rates when peptides from natural fusion proteins were included in vesicles. These results provide strong support for the hypothesis that 'fluctuating or transient pores' are formed early in the fusion process (Biochemistry, 1997, 36; 6251) . Supported by NIGMS grant 32707 to BRL.
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Effects of Wild Type and Mutant HA Fusion Peptides on Kinetics and Activation Thermodynamics of Stalk and Pore Formation: Mechanistic Implications Hirak Chakraborty, David G. Klapper, Barry R. Lentz. UNC at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC, USA. Viral fusion peptides are 20-25 residue N-terminal regions of type 1 viral fusion proteins that are known to be critical to viral infection and to promote fusion between model membrane vesicles brought into close contact by poly(ethylene glycol) (PRG). However, almost nothing is known about how they function. We report the effects of wild-type (WT) hemagglutinin fusion peptide and its G1S, G1V and W14A mutants on the kinetics of PEG-mediated fusion of 23 nm vesicles of lipid composition dioleoylphosphatidylcholine, dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine, sphingomyelin and cholesterol in a molar ratio of 35:30:15:20. Time courses of lipid mixing, content mixing, and content leakage were obtained using fluorescence assays at multiple temperatures, and analyzed according to a 2-step or 3-step (Biophys. J., 2007, 92; 4012) sequential model, in order to obtain activation thermodynamics for each step of the fusion process (Biophys J., 2012 (Biophys J., , 103: 2751 . We also used fluorescence probes to monitor the influence of peptides on bilayer interfacial and acyl chain order, bilayer free volume and water penetration. These data were all considered in terms of recently published mechanistic models for the transition states for each of the steps of fusion (Biophys J., 2012 (Biophys J., , 103: 2751 . WT peptide is proposed to catalyze step 1 due to its ability to occupy membrane free volume and stabilize Sunday, February 3, 2013 87a
